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1. Short Overview of the Program 

The Nuisance Abatement Cadre is a multi-agency team tasked with delivering a seamless 

application of health, safety, law enforcement, property maintenance and zoning standards to 

problem properties in Henrico County. This is a means of preventing and reducing incidents of 

crime and disorder and blight that would otherwise endanger the health and safety of residents 

while contributing to the cycle of disinvestment and decline.   

 

The Cadre consists primarily of representatives from the Police Department, Health Department, 

Fire Department, Social Services, the Department of Community Revitalization and Building 

Inspections.  To maximize efficiency, other agencies are added to the group on an ad hoc basis as 

circumstances require.  The Cadre was designed to address properties with conditions 

representing a direct and significant risk to the health and safety of occupants, residents, and 

customers while more broadly addressing the identified or potential negative community 

impacts.  By reducing the number and type of Code violations, the Cadre increases the health and 

safety of residents while enhancing the sustainability of both commercial corridors and adjacent 

residential neighborhoods.  The Cadre's coordinated approach reduces duplication and 

inefficiency for participating agencies, and business and property owners alike.        

 

2. Problem/Challenge/Situation 

In 2013, a warehouse was illegally converted to a nightclub named "Phully Loaded Studios" in 

one of the County's industrial districts.  The venue featured DJ's and as word spread of this 

nightclub, the weekend crowds began to grow.  As the club became increasingly popular, the 
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Police Department found itself answering calls for service related to drunk and disorderly, drug 

use, fighting and other illegal activities.  With the spotlight now on the facility, and a concern 

that lives were in danger, the Police Department organized meetings with several County 

agencies to discuss building, fire and zoning ordinance violations at the warehouse.  The 

coordinated response brought pressure upon the business owner to curtail his activities and the 

nightclub was eventually closed.   Unfortunately, this did not occur before there was a homicide 

by use of a firearm, where a drug nexus was present.   

 

In the aforementioned case, the ad hoc team of County employees recognized the benefit of 

closely coordinating their efforts and found it beneficial to create the Nuisance Abatement Cadre 

to formulate comprehensive responses to similar complex Code violation cases.  The focus of the 

Cadre transitioned to include aging hotels/motels, warehouses and other businesses found to 

have serious Code violations that could not be addressed by a single agency.  Charged with 

protecting the health and safety of residents through the application of their respective Codes, the 

various agencies further recognized the value of coordinating their efforts in the most efficient 

way.      

 

3. How the Program Was Carried Out 

The Nuisance Abatement Cadre was informally created in 2013 as a task force to address serious 

and potentially life threatening Code violations and conditions at an illegally operating nightclub 

named “Phully Loaded Studios.”  In the months following the initial code enforcement effort, the 

Cadre was formally recognized as an efficient means of coordinating multi-agency responses to 
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complex law enforcement, zoning ordinance, building code, fire code, property maintenance and 

health department issues. 

 

There were several clear associated objectives to be met when the Cadre was created.  Since the 

beginning of the Great Recession, there has been a special emphasis on economizing resources 

without sacrificing effectiveness or customer service.  Increasing efficiency when deploying 

limited staff resources has become a high priority.  Whenever practical, the Cadre meets before 

extensive contacts and or full multi-agency inspections are made.  This allows for a complete 

discussion and sharing of the respective areas of concern.  The upfront communication can allow 

some agencies to step back that might have otherwise spent significant resources investigating 

their own concerns when in reality they become moot in light of code violations under the 

purview of other team members.    

 

A multi-agency approach increases convenience and efficiency for property owners with Code 

violations.  As several agencies approach a single business, set multiple appointments and 

conduct numerous inspections, the result can be not only inconvenient but also confusing and 

frustrating.  In addition, agencies sometimes act without knowledge of the work being performed 

by others.  Some business owners will play one agency against another and/or provide 

inconsistent and conflicting responses to investigative inquiries.  The Cadre approach eliminates 

these problems.   
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Any member of the Cadre may bring a case to the attention of the group.  Information about 

problem properties is often obtained as the result of a citizen complaint or they may be 

discovered by agency staff while conducting routine inspections within their respective area of 

specialization.  In addition, while the Cadre is comprised of core County agencies, it has also 

sought the support of and can accept cases from outside agencies, such as the State of Virginia 

Department of Alcohol Beverage Control, as conditions warrant.   

 

The particulars may be initially shared with the Cadre via email and result in a preliminary and 

organizational meeting by members who can discuss why conditions at the property warrant a 

coordinated response.  If appropriate, an approach strategy is developed that will involve the 

respective agencies and further decisions are made including the day and time of the inspection, 

number and type of staff who represent individual agencies, enforcement timelines and 

thresholds and property owner contacts.  The Cadre may meet on site at the appointed day and 

time or mobilize at a nearby property to once again review how the inspections will be 

coordinated and discuss any other required contingencies.   

 

After the joint inspection has been completed, a brief meeting may be held with the owner and/or 

manager to provide a preliminary review of the findings.  The scope and magnitude of the code 

violations will be discussed along with an explanation of how the follow-up inspection process 

and formal code violations notification process will unfold.  For example, each of the agencies 

may write up their respective code violations and they may be delivered to the property owner in 

a package.  Information on who the property owner needs to contact for any of the individual 
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code violations is also provided.  The Cadre offers a partnership with property owners and 

typically, negotiations take place over compliance methods and deadlines.   

 

The progress against identified code violations is tracked and follow-up inspections and Cadre 

coordination meetings are scheduled as needed until compliance has been reached.  After 

compliance has been achieved the process is repeated as new cases are opened. 

 

Each of the Cadre member agencies provides their own technologies to support the ongoing team 

efforts.  However, the equipment and technologies employed including databases, statistical 

software, and vehicles were procured for their day-to-day work apart from involvement with the 

Cadre.  In short, no special technology has been purchased or is required to specifically support 

the team. 

 

4. Financing and Staffing 

Several County agencies would normally investigate businesses with multiple code violations 

and alleged criminal activity.  They continue to do so as members of the Cadre.  The Cadre 

approach is supportive of efforts by Counties to reduce expenses and increase efficiency.  No 

additional costs were incurred as a result of the Cadre's creation or operations.  The Cadre has 

regular members and additional staff from various departments who are assigned to work with 

the group as needed on a project specific basis.  No additional equipment, vehicles or supplies 

were needed to implement the approach.  In fact, the cooperative effort can reduce costs by 

minimizing duplication among agencies and speeding case resolution. 
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5. Program Results 

As of March 2016, the Cadre has worked the following cases: 

o Phully Loaded Studios (Nightclub) 

o The Legacy Inn (Hotel) 

o All Day Inn (Hotel) 

o The Grand Magnusson Hotel (Hotel) 

o The Regency Inn (Hotel) 

o The Days Inn (Hotel) 

o Elliot’s (Nightclub) 

o The Virginia Inn (Hotel) 

 

In each instance, we can report that a comprehensive and coordinated approach was applied to 

frequently serious and sometimes life threatening conditions.  The results have been significant.  

For example, the Legacy Inn has closed and been torn down by the owner who plans to split the 

property and construct two brand new hotels.  Phully Loaded Studios was closed down by the 

owner.  The Grand Magnusson Hotel was temporarily closed while repairs were made to a 

sprinkler system.  Elliot’s nightclub was sold to a new owner who has committed to running the 

establishment as a restaurant.  The Virginia Inn was demolished and replaced by a new Walmart 

grocery store with gasoline sales.   
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In each of these cases, the properties had a history of consuming a disproportional volume of 

staff resources.  They were “call generators” that drained emergency resources.  Once the code 

violations were corrected, those resources were redirected to other areas of need.   

 

6. Brief Summary 

The County of Henrico has created a multi-agency team (Nuisance Abatement Cadre) to address 

commercial properties with extensive code violations and calls for service.  In an age of frugality 

with limited resources public agencies must provide services in the most efficient and effective 

way possible while meeting and exceeding customer service level expectations.  The Henrico 

County’s Nuisance Abatement Cadre has met both of those criteria.  To date, hundreds of code 

violations have been identified and closed by employing the methodical and coordinated 

multiagency approach to crime reduction and code violation elimination.  The effort has 

produced dramatic results including crime reduction and the repair closure and/or redevelopment 

of several commercial properties.  Public safety is an integral component of County service 

delivery and new and better organizational systems must be adopted if we're going to continue to 

meet future challenges.  

 

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS  

Find attached supplemental materials that illustrate how the Cadre has been operating.  Please 

note that some information has been redacted to protect the identity of persons subject to 

investigations. 
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